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30 tn APRIL  1826. 
XXXVIII. On the Properties of a Line of shortest Distance 
traced on the Surface of an oblate Spheroid. By J. Ivowr,  
Esq. M.A. .F.R.S.* 
Y intention in treating of the ge odetical problem inserted 
M in this Journal for July 1824,-p. 35, was to show that by 
giving a proper form to the coordinates of -the surface of the 
spheroid, the usual analysis might be much shortened, and 
more simple formulm of solution obtained. I f  the polar semi- 
axis be unit, and , /1  + e ~ represent the radius of the equator, 
the equation of the surface wiil be, 
1 +e "---- -7 + z~- -  1, 
z being perpendicular, and x and y parallel, to the equator. 
Now this equation is satisfied by assuming 
:v=cos¢cos~,  /1  +e 2 
y=s in¢cos~,  ~/1 + e ~ 
z = sin d,,, 
the angles 9 and + remaining indeterminate. The coordi- 
nates belong to a spherical surface when e = 0 ; and this man- 
ner of expressing them, which I have used on other occasions, 
is well adapted for simplifying the investigation of such pro- 
perties of the elliptical spheroid as are ~malogous to those of 
the sphere. 
With regard to the arcs ¢ and +, it is obvious that sin + is 
the distance from the equator (estimated in parts of the polar 
semi-axis) of a parallel to the equator drawn through the point 
on the surface of the spheroid; and hence it is obvious that ¢ 
is the angular distance between the meridian passing through 
the same point and a given meridian. The arc + is the lati- 
tude of a parallel to the equator on the surface of the sphere 
inscribed in the spheroid ; but it is not the true latitude of the 
same parallel on the surface of the spheroid, as I have inadver- 
Communicated by the Author. 
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242 Mr. Ivory on the ProTerties of a Line of shortest 
tently called it in the communication alluded to. I have already 
noticed the inadvertency in this Journal for April 1825 ; and 
have shown that the acetu'acy of the so]utiQn is not affected by 
it, becausethe import of the symbol is independent ofthe name 
given to it, being fixed by the assumed form of the coordi- 
nates. The relation of the arc ~b to the true latitude may like- 
wise be deduced irectly from the equation of the surface, or 
from the expressions of the coordinates, without recurring to 
particular properties of the spheroid, in the manner following. 
From a point in the spheroid, of which the coordinates 
are x, 2/, z, let a perpendicular p be drawn to the surface, and 
extended outward to a point of which the coordinates are  a, 
b, e; then, 
p~ = (a - x)  ~ + (b - y)~ + (e - z) ~: 
and if x, 9, z vary in the surface of  the spheroid, the condi- 
tion 0fperpendicularity will be, 
o = (a - ~) d~ + (b -y )  dy  + (c --  z) dz .  
I f  the arc u denote the inclination of p to the equator, then, 
c and z being perpendicular to that plane, we shall have 
c -- z = p sin u. Also P cos u wiU be the projection of p 
upon the same plane; and, as the spheroid is a solid of revo- 
lution, T and its projection will be contained in the meridian 
which makes an angle ¢ with the given meridian to which y 
is perpendicular nd x parallel : hence a -- x = p cos u cos ¢, 
b -- 9 = T cos u sin 9- The foregoing equation will therefore 
become by substitution, 
0 = cosu (dx cos~ + d 9 sine) + dz sin u. 
Now substitute the differentials of  the coordinates, then the 
arc ~ will disappear ; and, having divided by cos u cos 4/d ~, 
we shall get tan u 
tan ~b = J l+e~ 
This very simple equation expresses, the relation between the 
arcs 4/and u, of which the latter is the true latitude of the 
point on the surface of, the spheroid. It is usual to call the 
arc ~ the reduced latitude; but, as this name is purely arbi- 
trary i it seems preferable to define the same arc from some 
of~its geometrical properties. This may be done by saying 
that u and 4/are=tile latitudes of  the same parallel to the equa- 
tor, the one on the surface of  the spheroid, the other on the 
inscribed sphere. To the formula already given we may add 
the two following xesutting from it, which are of continual 
use, vi~ s~n 4/--  ~in u 
af  I + e~ cos~ u ' 
cos u ~/1  + e 8 
C0$ 4/ ~ ~ 
d' l + e~ co~ u " -Having 
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Distance traced on the Surface of an oblate S2~heroid. 243 
Having now ascertained the import of the ares 9 and ~b, alt 
the properties of the geodetical line are readily deduced from 
the formulm investigated in this Journal for July 1824. Using 
the arc + to denote the latitude (on the surface of the inscribed 
sphere) of a plane parallel to the equator which cuts the geo- 
detical lne, put t~ r for the azimuth at the point of section ; 
then the most distinguishing property is expressed by this 
equation, viz. cos g /s in /d  = cos i (a) 
where cos i expresses a quantity which is constantly the same 
for every point of the geodetical line. I f  we suppose that the 
parallel plane moves towards the equator, and finally coin- 
cides with it, the foregoing equation will become, sin ~r= 
cos i; whence we learn that the arc i is the inclination of the 
geodetical line to the equator where it crosses that circle. 
Conceive a great circle on the surface of the inscribed sphere , 
which is inclined to the equator in the same angle i; and it 
readily follows from the rules of spherical trigonometry, that 
the equation (a) is eommon to the geodetiealfine on the sur- 
face of the spheroid, and the oblique circle on the surface of 
the sphere; that is, the two lines have the same azimuth at 
any two points in the same parallel to the equator. It follows 
that a parallel which meets the oblique great circle, will like- 
wise meet the geodetical line ; and consequently they are both 
contained within the same limits on either side of the equator.. 
They both extend fi'om the equator to two parallels of which 
the latitudes, on the inscribed sphere, are. _+ i ;  and. havin, g
touched these planes, they bend back m an opposite dtree- 
tion. 
In order to compare the two lines further, it is requisite to 
fix two initial points, or two points of departure ti:om which 
to reckon. Having assumed any point in the geodetical line, 
draw through it a parallel to the equator. This parallel will 
likewise meet the oblique great circle; and we may suppose 
the plane of the circle turned about the centre of the sphere, 
till the point in the parallel comes to the meridian of the point 
assumed in the geodetical line. These two points, one in the 
oblique great circle, and one in the .geodetical line, are the 
two initial points required; they are m the same parallel to 
the equator, and they have the same longitude. I f  x and 1 
denote the two latitudes of the parallel to the equator, the 
first on the sphere, and the other on the spheroid, we shall 
have, according to the equation before found, 
tan l 
tan ;~,-~- - - .  
~/1 + e~ 
Suppose now that any other parallel to the equator cuts the 
2 H 2 two 
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246 Mr. Ivory on the Proper t ies  o f  a L ine  o f  shortest 
two lines: let 4/be the latitude of the parallel on the sphere ; 
s t the arc of the oblique great circle between the parallel and 
the initial point; and ~7 the spherical angle subtended by s t 
at the pole of the sphere, or tl~e difference o£ longitude be- 
tween the extremities of st; also let y. be the azimuth of the 
oblique circle at the initial point, and /~1 the azimuth at the 
other extremity of st : then we shall have the following equa- 
tions, viz. cos i ~- cos ;~ sin/~ 
d ~k cos d s t _~ __  
cos i d  .,,b d~ t = 
cos "4" , t /s in ~ i - -  sin ~ ¢ 
cos i d "¢ sin q¢ 
d~,'  = 
cos  ¢ a /s in  ~ i - -  sin ~ ~ " 
These formulm express the relations between the differentials 
of the latitude, longitude, and azimuth of a variable point in 
a great circle of the sphere having the inclination i to the 
equator; and their use is to compare them with the like quan- 
tities in the geodetical line. The expressions of d s t and d ¢l 
are the same with those marked (B) in the comnmnication i - 
serted in this Journal for July 1824, except hat I have here 
written sin ~ i -  sin~q, for the equivalent quantity cos ~ 4, -- 
cos ~ i = cos ~ q, -- cos ~ ~. sin ~ ~. The expression o fd~ which 
is common both to the circle and the geod6tical line, has now 
been added. 
Again, lets denote the part of the geodetical line cut off by 
the same parallel to the equator; and put ~ for the difference 
of longitude of the two extremities of s; that is, for the angle 
contained between the meridian which passes through the va- 
riable extremity of s and the fixed meridian of the two initial 
points. Then, according to the formulm marked (A) in the 
communication alluded to, we shall have, 
ds  = ds  t ~( 4 /  1 + e ~ s in~,  
~'1 +~ ~,~ ~ (A) 
d~=d~ t x 
4/ l+e~ 
These different formulae, extremely simple, contain all that i s  
necessary to a complete theory of a geodetical line on the sur- 
face of an oblate spheroid. I have here merely supplied the 
geometrical explanation of the analytical solution before given. 
Let us compare the longitude in the geodetical line with 
that in the oblique great circle. The second formula (A) 
shows that d ~ is always less than d ~t ; and hence the longi- 
tude in the geodetical line continually falls behind the longi- 
tude in the great circle, the defect accumulating more the 
further 
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Distance traced on the Surface of au oblate Spheroid. 2¢5 
further the line is produced. I f  therefore we suppose that 
the variable parallel to the equator begins to move from the 
two initial points, passes beyond the equator to the extreme 
latitude -- i, then returns to the other extreme latitude + i, 
and lastly, falls down to the situation it first left ; the moveable 
point in the oblique great circle will have made a complete 
circle in longitude, and will have returned to its original place; 
but the moveable point in the geodetical line, although it will 
have returned to the same latitude it left, will not have com- 
pleted a circle of longitude, and therefore it will meet he pa- 
rallel of latitude in a point different from its first place. Thus 
a geodetical line does not return into itself; if it be continued 
for several snccessive circuits of the spheroid, it will form 
spiral line upon its surface. It is manifest from the analytical 
expression of d ¢, that when i, which is the limit of 4/, is very 
small, the whole are of longitude answering to one turn of the 
360 °geodetical line, approaches very nearly to J-~---T ; or, if we 
estimate the longitudes on the equator of the spheroid, it will 
be equal to an arc of the same length with the periphery of 
the inscribed sphere. Accurately speaking, the are mentioned 
is the. limit, of the longitude made in one turn, when the geo- 
detical hne cuts the equator in an indefinitely small angle. It  
follows therefore that the equator itself is not comprehended 
in Lhe analytical expression of the arcs of shortest distance i 
but, when the inclination to the equator is infinitely small, all 
the turns of the spiral curve become blended with one another 
and with the equator. 
We may next compare the lengths of the geodetical line 
with the arcs of the oblique great circle cut off by the same 
parallel to the equator. The first formula (A) shows that ds 
is greater than d s r ; and hence an entire turn of the geodetical 
line is greater than the periphery of the great circle. But 
these two quantities approach nearer to an equality as the 
obliquity to the equator increases; so that they are exactly 
equal when the geodetical line makes an infinitely small angle 
with the equator. This agrees with what has already been 
said respecting the longitude in the same circumstances. 
From the same expression it follows that all the turns of 
the same geodetical line are equal and similar; and even that 
every single turn consists of four equal parts or quadrants : 
for the integral of d s has the same value, while ~ varies be- 
tween the limits 0 and + i. 
Let a denote the arc of the oblique great circle between the 
initial point and the equator; then a -- s r will be the arc be- 
tween 
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2¢6 Mr. Ivory on the Pro2ert ies o f  a L ine  of'shortest 
tween the equator and the variable parallel ; and we shall have 
these equations, sin ;~ = sin i sin a 
sin + = sin i sin (a--Y). 
Now substitute this value of sin +, then 
ds= ds  t ~'1 +e ~ sinS/sin ~ (a--Y); 
and this formula shows that the lengths of a geodetical line, 
reckoned from a fixt point on the surface of the spheroid, are 
equal to the arcs of an ellipse reckoned from a fixt point in 
the periphery. The greater semi-axis of the ellipse is equal 
to ¢" 1 + e g sin s i, which is the semi-diameter of the spheroic~ 
perpendicular tothe plane of the oblique great circle ; the less 
semi-axis is equal to the radius of the inscribed sphere. 
Enough has now been said to show the use of the formulm 
in investlgating the properties of a geodetical line. There can 
be no difficulty in this respect, at least if we suppose that the 
figure of the spheroid, or the proportion of the polar axis to 
equatorial diameter, is known. Without knowing this pr o - 
portion, we cannot deduee the inclination of the Oblique great 
circle to the equator, nor pass from the latitudes aetuaUy ob- 
served on the surface of the spheroid, to the corresponding 
latitudes on the surface of the sphere. In the question of the 
figure of the earth, the problem must therefore be viewed a 
little differently. It is necessary to introduce the angles ac- 
tually found by observation i  the expression of the length of 
the geodetical line. Now, we have, 
cos i = cos x sin t~; 
and, by substituting the value of cos A, we get 
cos I s in/~ ~t/1 + e 2 
COS i - -  
,¢' 1 +e ~ cos~ l
s in  i ----- J 1 - cos~ 1 s in ~ p~ q- e ~ cos ~ 1 cos ~ p~ 
~/1  - -  e~ cos ~ l 
Let us now put 
cos f3 = cos l sin tz: 
then, s in  i ~ ~¢tsin~/3 q- e~ eos~ l cos °-/~ 
~¢I +e ~ cos~Z l 
The are /3 being deduced from the latitude and azimuth on 
the spheroid, is always knowtl ; and it is very little different 
from i. 
Aga in  if we combine the values of ds  and d s t, found inthe 
formula~ (A) and (B), we shall get, 
d s = d q, cog q~ ,¢'1 + e~ sin~be~ 
sin 2 i --  s in 2 d/ 
But, 
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Distance traced on the Surface of an oblate Spheroid. 2¢7 
But, u and 4/being the latitudes of the same parallel to the 
equator on the spheroid and the sphere, we have, 
sln u 
sin + = • 
and if we transform the expression of ds, by introducing the 
values of sin ff and sin i, we shall obtain, 
& = 4/sin~/3 + e ~ cos 2 l cos ~/. -- sin ~ u (1 + e ~ cos ~ l cos~ t~)l, 
dS "-- ( l+e  ~) ~/ 1 +e ucos u l ,dueosu  (C) 
(1 +e~cos~u)~. a 
This formula determines the length of s by means of the lati- 
tudes at the two extremities, and the initial direction with re- 
spect to the meridian. 
In the first place, if the geodetical line be in the direction 
of the meridian, then sin V. -- 0, cos/+ = 1, sin ~3 -- 1 : hence 
A =cosu  4/ 1 +e ~cos2l, 
ds= ( l+e~' )du  • 
3 
(I +e 2 cos~u)~ 
I f  we expand the radical and integrate as usual between the 
limits I and u, supposing u greater than l, we shall get, 
s l . -1  3 ( s in2u_s in21)}  -P =u- - I  + e~ 4 8 
e4 / 3(6_~1) 3(sin~u --sin21) - -  15(sin4u -- sin 41) 
32 256 ) " 
$ 
I have here written -V for s, on the supposition that s is the 
actual ength measured, and P the semi-polar axis expressed 
in the same parts. There are therefore two unknown quan- 
tities P and ee; and consequently two different measurements 
are required at different latitudes. The latitudes chosen ought 
to be very distant from one another, one near theequator and 
one near the pole, in order that the curvatures of the meridian 
may he as different as possible. In places not remote, the pro- 
portion of the lengths measured would approach so near the 
proportion of the observed ifferences of latitude, that the un- 
avoidable rrors of observation would render the result quite 
uncertain. 
Let us next suppose that the geodetical line is perpendicu- 
lar to the meridian. In this case, sin/z = 1, cos/~ = 0, sin 
= sin l, and A = 4/s in ~ l -- sin ~ u. 
Wherefore, if we put sin u = sin l cos z, then 
A = sin 1 sin z, 
ds  ~ ( l+e2) ~¢tl+e~c°s2l" dz  
(I + el __ eU-sixx u/cos~g) 2 
In 
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~48 Mr. Ivory on the ProTerties of  a Line of shortest 
In this equation s and z increase together from zero. I f  it 
be expanded we shall obtain a formula for computing s as in 
the foregoing instance. I sliall not however take the trouble 
of further developing the expression, because it is not proper 
to be employed in the research of the figure of the earth. The 
reason is, that the small arc z is determined by its cosine; so 
that a minute error in the latitude u would occasion an exces- 
sive variation in z. When a geodetical line is perpendicular 
to the meridian, the variation of latitude is at first proportional, 
not to the length measured, but to the square of the length ; 
and therefore it cannot safely be employed in so delicate a 
research as the deviation of the figure of the earth from a 
sphere. 
In the most general case when the geodetical line is inclined 
to the meridian in any proposed angle, we must make, 
sin u = sin # cos z. 
And here it is evident hat the determination of the arc z will 
be liable to the ~ame-objection as in the  perpendicular to the 
meridian, unless sin u is considerably different from sin #, It 
follows therefore that a geodetical line must not make a great 
angle with the meridian, at least if we employ the dii~hrence 
of latitude in the research. The inclination to the meridian 
ought not to exceed 45 °. on  this supposition the arc z will be 
tolerably well ascertained, and the formula (C) will be suffi- 
cient for finding the length of s by means of' that arc. • The 
expression would however be a little complicated on account 
of the number of quantities that enter into it ; but as an in- 
stance of such an obliqu~ measurement has neither actually 
'occurred, nor can any good reason be given for carrying it 
into execution, I shall not pursue the subject further. 
I have now considered very particularly the problem of the 
figure of the earth as it depends upon the lines measured on 
the surface, and the observed ifferences of latitude. It fol- 
lows that observations made in the direction of the meridian 
are the most advantageous for obtaining the values of the 
quantities ought. When the lengths measured extend only 
to a few degrees, we nmy use the differential equation before 
found, viz. ds = (l+e~)du 
instead of the integral. In this case, ds or s is the length 
measured ; d u, or u -- l, the dii~hrence of latitude in degrees ; 
and if m denote the degrees in the arc equal to the radius 
m S  . 
(57°'29578), then ~ will be the radius of a circle in which 
an arc equal to s contains u - -  l degrees. Hence if P be the 
polar 
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Distance traced onthe Szoface ofan oblate Sjoheroid. 2¢9 
polar semi-axis in the same parts with s, and if we take the 
l+u  
mean latitude ---T-- for u, we shall have 
ms P(1 +e'~) 
u- - l  (1 + e~eos .._i.._l ~ 
and by expanding the radical and retaining only the first 
power of e ~, we get, 
l e" 3e ~ (l U)}.  ms = P 1 + 4 T cos + u- - I  
Two such equations are required for determining P and the 
go 
ellipticity -7-" 
But in determining the figure of the earth by means of ter- 
restrial observations, instead of the difference of latitude, we 
may employ the difference of longitude of the two extremities 
of  the lille measured, or the change in azimuth at the same 
stations. And in the ease of a perpendicular to the meridian, 
one or other of the two quantities mentioned must be used, 
since it has been shown that the difference of latitude is in- 
adequate to the purpose. It therefore becomes necessary to 
form the expressions of a geodetical line in terms of the dif- 
ference of longitude, and in terms of the azimuth at its further 
extremity;  but, as this would make too great an addition to 
what I have already written, I shall reserve it for a future 
communication. 
April 5, 1826. J .  IVORY, 
XXXIX .  On the Phcenomena connected with some Tra 1) 
Dgkes in Yorkshire and Durham. B 9 the Rev. ADAYI 
SED~WlCK, M.A. F.R.S. M.G.S. Fellow of Trinit 9 College, 
and Woodwardian Professor in the University of Cambridge. 
[Concluded from p. 219.] 
Extent and Position, 
N O other dyke has, I believe, been yet described, which in- tersects o many secondary formations, and preserves such 
an extraordinary uniformity of direction and inclination. The 
whole length, reckoning fi-om the quarry at Gaundlass Mill, 
is more than fifty miles: and if any one should object to this, 
as including a considerable space in which the continuity is 
not apparent, there will still remain from Coatham Stob a di- 
stance of about thirty-five miles, through which it is almost 
certain that the trap ranges without any break or interruption. 
Perhaps it might with more justice be objected, that the first 
Vol. 67. No. 336. ~lTril 1826. 2 I com~ 
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